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Mount Kenya's Diamond Couloir

(Plate: back cover)

'Hold,' I shouted, as I fell into space and the rope went tight. We were
on Mount Kenya's Diamond Couloir. This was the apex of my climb

ing ambitions, but I was two metres up (with three hundred and ninety
eight to go) and not doing well. Ulf was suspended from an ice screw and
I wondered how secure it was.

The Diamond Couloir is the ice-filled gully that runs straight up to the
gap between Nelion and Batian (51-99m), Mount Kenya's twin summits.
It is perhaps the finest line on any big mountain in the world. This was a
practice for our attempt the next morning. Practice is hard to come by for
Kenyan-based ice climbers. The Diamond Couloir requires 400m of climb
ing, and takes about 12 hours. But to walk in, acclimatise to altitude,
climb, descend and walk out, you have to allow a week.

I regained the ice, and had another go. The first pitch is nearly vertical,
and the ice thin. The recession of the glaciers following climate changes
means that there is hardly enough ice at the bottom these days. A slight
corner held the best ice, and the difficulty was twisting from right to left on
exiting from its top. On my first attempt I had swung out of balance, and
so into space. On my second, I was more careful. I made it to easier
ground. But it was still steep and I was panting hard at over 4500m.

'What happened?' Ulf asked, but before I could answer, we were hit by a
massive spindrift avalanche. It was like having a stream of sugar poured
over my head, only much colder. I was in a precarious position, and hold
ing tight onto my ice axes. Ulf grabbed my hood and pulled it over my
head. After 10 minptes the avalanche eased to the point we could move. It
was midday and they were going to get more frequent. We slid down the
ropes to the foot of the climb, and then descended 200m to the bottom of
the Lower Darwin glacier. I was exhausted and sat down and nibbled
chocolate.

'Do you think we can make it?' I asked Ulf, thinking retreat might be
prudent.

'Well I'm feeling strong, and we can only try; I'm happy to lead all the
hard bits,' Ulf, a 6ft 4in Swede, declared. Then, to prove the point: 'I don't
think I have had enough exercise for today,' he announced, and set off up
for a tour of the glacier.
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Ever since I came to live in Kenya in 1985 the Diamond Couloir has
been top of my list of climbs to do, although at grade VI (UIAA) it was
intimidatingly hard for me and I kept on putting it off. But seeing it again
on a recent walking trip had rekindled my enthusiasm and I had picked on
Vlf as the strongest climber I know. And being from Sweden, he was fa
miliar with ice. I had asked him one regular Tuesday evening, at the Moun
tain Club of Kenya's bar, if he was game. To my later horror, he simply
said 'Why not?' Having about ten months to wait for the season gave me
rather too long to contemplate the wisdom of my ambitions.

From the foot of the glacier, we retreated our way down 200m over boul
ders to the Black Hole bivvy. The Black Hole is a large overhanging rock,
with stone walls to create some shelter. At the foot of a glacier, it is cold.
With about 60cm of headroom, it is also uncomfortable. It was our bed
room for the night.

Reveille was at 2.30am but it took nearly two hours to brew up, have
breakfast, brew again, and pack. We clambered over the boulders by the
light of our head torches and sat down at the foot of the glacier to put on
our crampons. Vlf was ready first.

'I'll go up and sort the ropes out,' he announced, as he set off up the
glacier.

By the time I caught up and Vlf was ready to climb, dawn was coming.
Ulf set off up the first pitch. Soon he reached the awkward bit where I had
fallen off. He clipped the rope into an ice screw, made a move up and fell
off.

'Hold!' he exclaimed. 'Hell, this is hard!'
He was still cold and not moving well. The fall had left him in a horizon

tal position held by the rope, facing up with his crampons in the ice. He set
about disentangling himself, and then continued up.

With the benefit of the previous day's experience, I managed to follow
up without any further mishap. We carried on for several more pitches
before stopping for some blueberry soup from our thermos. The trouble
with getting up at 2.30am is that breakfast does not go down well. Blue
berry soup is a popular Swedish brew guaranteed to revive on all occa
sions. As often with good food on extreme safaris, it sounds revolting
contemplated in Nairobi before or afterwards, but at the time it seemed
indispensable.

Ahead loomed the headwall- the crux of the Diamond Couloir. Nearly
vertical, it comes near the top when you are committed.

'Does it look possible do you think?' Vlf asked, while we had our brew.
'Well, that's for you to decide,' I said, thankful that Vlf was proving such

a determined companion. It looked nasty.
I led a steep pitch to the foot of the headwall. I was on the right-hand

side of the gully. I banged a piton into a crack in the rock with my ice
h~mmer, tied myself to it, and brought Vlf up. A piton, rather than an ice
screw, was reassuring before the headwall.
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'Well led,' commented Ulf. My confidence was growing slowly, and I
began to feel that we might make it.

I handed over some gear to Ulf, triple checked that everything was secure,
and he led off. It was slow work, Ulf putting in an ice screw every two
metres. After about seven metres he disappeared around a corner. The mist
had come in and I started to feel very alone. A lot of spindrift started to fall
on me from above, and I had to constantly clear it from the rope. A long
delay followed while Ulf secured himself, and I started shivering violently.

There was a shout to continue. I was too cold to be terrified as I tenta
tively pulled up onto the headwall. It looks vertical; it feels vertical. It is
in fact about 85°. That five degrees off vertical gives just enough room for
you to stand in balance over the front points of your crampons. I reached
up high with one ice axe, and swung it into the ice. The ice here was good
and it gave a firm placement the first time. I swung the other. It held too.
Then, hanging back on the handles of the axes, I pulled my way up the
wall, kicking in firmly with my crampons until my hands were level with
my chest. Then came the hardest bit Hugging the wall so I was in balance,
I gingerly freed the right ice axe. At this point it was hard' not to swing
away from the wall and lose contact. Two swings of the ice axe secured
another good placement, and I repeated the whole manoeuvre. A further
repetition brought me to Ulf's first ice screw. I hung on with one ice axe,
while using the pick from the other to wind out the screw.

I carried on, only to be hit by another spindrift avalanche. I closed my
eyes and hugged the wall, hoping that most of it would spill over my back.
It was impossible to move. Standing on front points places a great strain
on your calf muscles, and hanging on the ice axes puts a great strain on
your arms. I started to lose strength. I managed to clip a sling from my
harness into the loop at the bottom of the ice axe. I hung there, 300 metres
beneath me, suspended in my harness tied to an ice axe with its pick one
centimetre into the ice, and waited for the avalanche to pass. After five
minutes I could move again. Another two metres took me to an awkward
step around a rock, and a few moves sideways across the top of the wall I
had come up brought me to the edge of easier ground. I dared for the first
time to look down. The mist cleared a little and I could see the whole
climb dropping away below. The situation was superb. I continued quickly
now to reach Ulf.

The headwall continued above. Ulf had spent all his nerves on the first
part, and went on, putting in ice screws everyone or two metres. His con
centration on this task made him oblivious to progress, for after about 15
minutes he looked down to me and exclaimed 'Christ, is that all I have
done.'

But the angle soon eased off, and Ulf found himself on the lip of the
Diamond Glacier, the one that hangs beneath Nelion and Batian. I followed
onto the wall. As soon as I reached the steepest part another avalanche hit.
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I was stuck for what seemed like 15 minutes and got fearsomely cold. I
wondered if I would ever move again that day.

Finally the avalanche eased and, wiping the snow from under my glasses,
I joined Ulf. The glacier is about four rope lengths high. It is steep but not
hard. By now we were completely exhausted. I led up to a convenient
stopping point and told Ulf I would bring him up. 'But there is still plenty
of rope to go,' he replied sternly. I struggled on. The snow was soft, which
made it hard work. After every ten steps I had to pause for a minute to

. regain my breath. Slowly we gained the Gate of the Mists, the notch between
the two peaks. We paused to finish the blueberry soup. One short ice pitch
up the north side of Nelion and a scramble brought us to the summit. It
was 7pm and dark. Every move took all our mental concentration to sum
mon up the effort.

On top of Nelion is a small hut, wide enough for four people to lie down
and high enough to sit up. It is made of sheet metal with a foam-lined
floor. Ian Howell, in a remarkable effort in 1970, made it in his back gar
den and had it parachuted onto the Lewis glacier. He then made 13 solo
ascents to Nelion, each with a part of the hut on his back, and assembled it
on top.

We stumbled into it. It was warmer than the Black Hole bivvy - thank
God, because to save weight we had carried no spare clothing. The altitude
destroys your appetite and we nibbled a few biscuits. My petrol stove would
only splutter. Ulf drifted in and out of sleep, while I struggled to stay awake
long enough to make a series of brews. It was after 10 before I allowed
myself to sleep.

The next day we slowly stirred ourselves and abseiled off. The way was
plastered with snow, and we had to be very careful. We reached our hut in
the Mackinder Valley at 5pm. Ulf went ahead to our porters to announce
our return, and they brought over the gear they had picked up after our
bivouac in the Black Hole.

The last day. Ulf had been keen to get up at six and off the mountain, but
half an hour after the alarm there was no sign of life from his sleeping-bag.
Exhaustion had finally caught up with him.

We were back among the amazing vegetation of East Africa's high moun
tains. As we set off on the three-hour walk down, the land of rock and ice
disappeared from view and the moorland gave way to giant heath. A final
half-hour through hagenia forest brought us to the road-head carpark.

We were prepared for a need to celebrate. Ulf had brought some caviar,
I some champagne. It was drizzling. We walked to an open wooden shel
ter and popped the cork, pouring some for the porters. After the only ascent
of the couloir that season, it was hard not to feel a little smug. I raised my
glass to Mike (porter's fee £2.50 per day).

'I bet you have never had this before.'
'Actually we have it all the time.'
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Summary: An ascent of the Diamond Couloir on Mt Kenya by Ulf Carlsson
and Paul Clarke in September 1992. Grade: Scottish V or UlAA VI. The
ascent took 14 hours, with 8 days on the mountain to walk in, acclimatise,
do a warm-up climb of Point Peter, climb and walk out.
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